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ABSTRACT
Business processes are becoming more collaborative in nature to improve competitiveness through sharing knowledge.
The goal is to capture knowledge as part of business activities and make it available throughout the organization.
Knowledge capture is still not part of most design methodologies, which do not include collaboration as part of the
design process but focus on business activities. This paper describes ways to include collaboration in design by using an
extension ofsocial networks to model collaboration. The extension is called enterprise social networks, which are used to
define the collaborative architecture, which specifies knowledge sharing within enterprises. The paper then shows how to
integrate enterprise social networks into process design with the goal of developing a technology infrastructure to support
the collaboration architecture.
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1. INTRODUCTION
There is growing importance of collaboration in business networks especially in knowledge intensive [Grant,
1996] processes. There is also a need to define ways to use new communication technologies, especially
those based on Web 2.0, to develop enterprise wide collaborative strategies to support enterprise wide
collaboration. The trend is further defined in Enterprise 2.0, which was introduced by McAfee (2006) in his
article in the Sloan Management Review as a natural trend towards obtaining additional competitive
advantage by using the new technologies available through Web 2.0. He sees a business environment where
collaboration extends from groups and individuals to organizational units and whole enterprises.
There is a general view that technology can facilitate collaboration (Tapscott and Williams, 2008).
However, using technology for collaboration is still quite challenging and not often productive (Hansen,
2009). The challenge particularly applies where people are required to deal with increasingly complex
situations that require a quick response. The processes followed here are no longer highly structured (Hall
and Johnson, 2009) and depend ou the kind of activity. Collaboration must be chosen to match the activity as
described by Pisano and Vergatti (2008) who suggest the need to design a collaborative architecture to fit the
needs of the business activities. Such architectures are required to support relationships between participants
to share knowledge and to develop knowledge commuuities or hubs.
This particularly applies in knowledge work where in emergent situations knowledge workers themselves
must change systems as their work practices change. The characteristics of knowledge work have been
outlined by Chen and Eddington (2005) and Davenport (2005) who emphasize the changing nature of work
and the ability to quickly make and maintain relationships.
There is thus a technology gap between most current solutions and knowledge work. Most technical
solutions are based on preprogrammed activities which do not match the more emergent nature found in
collaborative processes. This in general is not easily adopted and the more common approach is to provide
the communication tools and allow users choose the most appropriate at any given situation. There is
however a growing trend to approach collaboration in a more systematic and strategic way so that
collaboration becomes enterprise wide and that knowledge created in the collaborations is made available
throughout the enterprise. The strategic approach thus goes beyond small teams working on well defined
projects, such as preparing a document. It focuses more on support for enterprise wide collaboration.
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